The F5 and Ping Identity Partnership

F5 and Ping Identity have partnered to help customers take advantage of the benefits of single sign-on (SSO) and federated identity in cloud computing environments. Used in conjunction with F5® BIG-IP® Access Policy Manager® (APM), the PingFederate cloud identity management (IdM) software extends the benefits of F5 access and security capabilities to federated environments, so that organizations can achieve stronger security while enjoying the benefits of cloud computing.

The highly scalable joint solution provides seamless access to internal and external users anywhere, anytime, from any device. Using trusted, standards-based identity protocols (including SAML, OpenID, WS-Federation, and OAuth) the solution enables employees, customers, partners, or consumers to access multiple resources using their existing network credentials. The solution also eases IT administration and helps to reduce costs because it provides consolidated user access control across both cloud and on-premise resources, and speeds the roll-out of cloud and mobile applications because user accounts are automatically added to cloud-based applications.

“Using the F5 and Ping Identity solution, enterprises can extend policy-based access to business critical applications whether local or remote, mobile or cloud, quickly and cost effectively.”

Patrick Harding, Chief Technical Officer, Ping Identity
**PARTNERSHIP OVERVIEW**

F5 and Ping Identity
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**Learn more**

For more information about Ping Identity solutions go to www.pingidentity.com to find resources about these topics.

- Agentless integration information
- Agentless integration video
- PingFederate cloud identity management software

---

**Strengthens security across domains**

Capitalizes on proven standards identity protocols to eliminate passwords that can be lost, stolen, or forgotten.

**Enables cloud identity management**

Automatically create user accounts—for instance, to send employee attributes to a SaaS vendor; or to create customer accounts based on incoming assertions.

**Reduces deployment timeframes significantly**

Ease installations with a solution that does not require third party software, extensive coding, or major integrations.

---

To find out how F5 and Ping Identity joint solutions can help your business, contact ping-identity@f5.com or visit www.f5.com/pingidentity.
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